Subject: Proposed Action for FFY 2020 DSH Payments, Inpatient/Outpatient Hospital Rates, Swing Bed Hospital and Administrative Day Rates and South Carolina Department of Mental Health Long-Term Psychiatric Hospital Rates

The South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (SCDHHS), pursuant to the requirements of Section 1902(a)(13)(A) of the Social Security Act, gives notice of the following proposed actions regarding its methods and standards for establishing Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) payments to qualifying DSH hospitals, for potentially increasing inpatient hospital per discharge rates and outpatient hospital multipliers, for updating the swing bed hospital and administrative day rates and for updating the South Carolina Department of Mental Health (SCDMH) long-term psychiatric hospital rates under the State Plan under Title XIX of the Social Security Act Medical Assistance Program (Medicaid).

On Sept. 25, 2019, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) published a final rule which outlines the methodology that CMS will employ for implementing the annual Medicaid DSH reductions required by the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The Medicaid DSH cuts, initially scheduled to begin during federal fiscal year (FFY) 2014, have been delayed repeatedly but are scheduled to take place effective in FFY 2020. The proposed FFY 2020 DSH reductions nationwide will amount to $4 billion federal dollars. The South Carolina Medicaid DSH Program’s share of this reduction amounts to approximately $143.2 million federal dollars, or approximately $202.5 million total dollars. To plan for this potential reduction in DSH funds, SCDHHS proposes the following changes/potential changes to its inpatient and outpatient hospital reimbursement methodologies:

Proposed DSH Changes Regardless of Whether or Not the FFY 2020 DSH ACA Cuts Are Implemented

- The agency proposes to update the base year used to calculate the interim DSH payments for the DSH allotment period, which ends on Sept. 30, 2020 (FFY 2020), using hospital fiscal yearend 2018 data, the continued use of the Dec. 19, 2008, final rule (Federal Register / Vol. 73, No. 245) relating to the audits of the Medicaid DSH Payment Plans and the Dec. 3, 2014, final rule (Federal Register /Vol. 79, No. 232) relating to the Medicaid Program DSH Payments Uninsured Definition.

- The agency proposes to update the inflation rate used to trend the DSH base year cost to the end of the 2018 calendar year.

- The agency proposes to expend 100 percent of its FFY 2020 Medicaid DSH allotment to qualifying DSH-eligible hospitals.

- The agency proposes to remove all normalization adjustments from the calculation of the hospital-specific DSH limits for the FFY 2020 DSH payment period.

- For the FFY 2020 DSH payment year, the SCDHHS proposes to reimburse all South Carolina-defined rural hospitals at 100 percent of their DSH-eligible unreimbursed costs based on review of SCDHHS’ current DSH payment methodology. This will also allow for 100 percent retrospective cost reimbursement for Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) inpatient and outpatient hospital services.
provided by all South Carolina-defined rural hospitals.

- In accordance with Budget Proviso 33.20 (A) of the state fiscal year (SFY) 2019/2020 South Carolina State Appropriations Act, the agency proposes to tie DSH payments to participation in the Healthy Outcomes Initiative and may expand the program as DSH funding is available.

**Proposed Inpatient Hospital Reimbursement Changes Regardless of Whether or Not the FFY 2020 DSH ACA Cuts are Implemented**

SCDHHS proposes to make the following changes to the inpatient hospital payment methodology effective on or after Jan. 1, 2020:

- The agency will update the swing bed and administrative day rates based on the updated Oct. 1, 2019, nursing facility payment rates.
- The agency will update the SCDMH long-term per diem psychiatric hospital rates based on the hospital fiscal year (HFY) end June 30, 2018, cost reporting period trended forward to the payment period.

**Proposed Inpatient and Outpatient Hospital Reimbursement Changes Assuming the FFY 2020 DSH ACA Cuts are Implemented**

- In the event the FFY 2020 DSH ACA cuts are implemented, SCDHHS proposes to increase inpatient hospital per discharge rates and outpatient hospital multipliers by approximately $202.5 million total dollars that, in the aggregate, will offset the FFY 2020 DSH ACA cuts. SCDHHS does not guarantee budget neutrality for each impacted hospital.

SCDHHS proposes to implement bullets one through five in order to calculate the FFY 2020 DSH payments based on the changes in the DSH payment methodology as previously noted, the most recent cost reporting period data available (HFY 2018) and Medicaid DSH allotment available. SCDHHS proposes to implement bullet six in order to improve outcomes for the uninsured population. SCDHHS proposes to update the swing bed and administrative day rates, bullet seven, based on the annual rebasing of nursing facility rates. SCDHHS proposes to implement bullet eight in order to update the SCDMH long-term psychiatric hospital rates based on the most recent cost report information available (i.e. SFY 2018) as well as for trend to the new payment period. Finally, SCDHHS proposes to implement bullet nine in the event the FFY 2020 DSH ACA cuts are enacted.

Assuming the FFY 2020 DSH ACA cuts are enacted, it is expected the above actions relating to bullets one through six and bullet nine will be budget neutral in the aggregate for private and non-state government-owned hospitals. However, this action will cause a reduction in DSH payments made to state-owned government hospitals (i.e. SCDMH hospitals) that, coupled with a rate update effective Jan. 1, 2020, will result in a net annual reduction in Medicaid FFS claims and DSH payments of approximately $4.8 million total dollars. However, if the FFY 2020 DSH ACA cuts are not enacted, annual aggregate DSH expenditures will increase approximately $12.4 million total dollars. In regard to bullets seven and eight, it is anticipated that inpatient hospital expenditures will increase by approximately $670,000 total dollars.

Copies of this notice are available at each South Carolina Healthy Connections Medicaid county office and at www.scdhhs.gov for public review. Additional information concerning these proposed actions is available upon request at the address cited below.

Written comments may be sent to the Reimbursement Methodology and Policy Department, SCDHHS, Post Office Box 8206, Columbia, South Carolina 29202-8206. Comments may also be submitted to comments@scdhhs.gov. All comments must be received by Dec. 27, 2019.
Any written comments submitted may be reviewed by the public at the SCDHHS, Division of Acute Care Reimbursements, 12th Floor, 1801 Main Street, Columbia, South Carolina, Monday through Friday between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Notice of Non-Discrimination
The South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (SCDHHS) complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. SCDHHS does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.

SCDHHS provides free aids and services to people with disabilities, such as qualified sign language interpreters and written information in other formats (large print, braille, audio, accessible electronic formats, other formats). We provide free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as qualified interpreters and information written in other languages. If you need these services, contact Janet Bell, ADA and Civil Rights Official, by mail at: PO Box 8206, Columbia, SC 29202-8206; by phone at: 1-888-808-4238 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620); or by email at: civilrights@scdhhs.gov.

If you believe that SCDHHS has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex, you can file a grievance with the Civil Rights Official using the contact information provided above. You can file a grievance in person or by mail or email. If you need help filing a grievance, we are available to help you.


Language Services
If your primary language is not English, language assistance services are available to you, free of charge. Call: 1-888-549-0820 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620).

Se habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-888-549-0820 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620).


Если вы говорите на русском языке, то вам доступны бесплатные услуги перевода. Звоните 1-888-549-0820 (телетайп: 1-888-842-3620).


Se vocè fala português do Brasil, os serviços de assistência em sua lingua estão disponíveis para vocè de forma gratuita. Chame 1-888-549-0820 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620)

함께 토론 친절하게요 토론을 하며 토론을 할 수 있게 해요. TTY: 1-888-549-0820 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620)

Si vous parlez français, des services d’aide linguistique vous sont proposés gratuitement. Appelez le 888-549-0820 (ATS : 888-842-3620).

Haka tawng thiam tu na si le tawng let asi mi 1-888-549-0820 (TTY: 1-888-842-3620) ah tang ka pek tul lo in na ko thei.

If you need help filling a grievance, we are available to help you.